
My Daily Moments Recipes of Ice Cream and Cakes: (fast and easy recipes)

Photo by Nicole Michalou on Pexels.com
Today I am sharing my daily moments recipes of Ice Cream and Cakes with you which is very fast
and easy recipes. It’s really nice to be able to serve homemade food to surprise a loved one on a
birthday or a special day.
Many people want to surprise their loved ones with hand-made food to surprise their loved ones on a
special day. But if that food is like ice cream or cake, then many people think that it is difficult or
he/she can not make it. Then what they do, they order food from the restaurant and present it to their
loved ones. In that case, your wish is not fulfilled. Or it can be seen that the mind of your loved one
is not satisfied.

That’s why today I will share with you how I can easily make cakes or ice cream, which you can also
make at home and believe me it really my daily moments recipes.
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Recipe of Ice Cream with Kitchen
Krafts High Ratio Shortening: (fast
and easy recipes)
From the scorching summer or the bitter cold, the temptation to eat ice cream is hard to handle at any
time. It is said to drink more and more cold water to cool the body from the scorching heat.

In addition to water, ice cream helps to soothe the heat, which is very popular with everyone from
child to old. Many ice cream lovers are frustrated that it cannot be prepared at home.
If ice cream can be made and eaten at home, then it is healthier. Let’s find out how to make
some delicious and healthy ice cream.
How to make Mango Ice Cream:
Materials:

 Mango two cups
 Sugar one cup
 Thick yogurt half a cup
 Thick cream half a cup

Recipe: Take half of the remaining materials, including a little amount of mango, In a large pot. Now
mix all the materials well. When it is radiated, take another pot and take the rest of the materials and
mango in it. Then mix it well with a hand mixer.
Now keep engulfing the beater from the two pots in the Kraft. In this way, keep engulfing until the
beater of the two pots is finished.

When the mixture is engulfed in the Kraft, keep it in the freeze. Remove it from the fridge after 4-6
hours. Now your mango ice cream is ready.

READ 40 Years Food Of The Future

How to make Strawberry ice cream:
Materials:
• 3 cups condensed milk (2 cups powdered milk + 2.5 cups water)

• 2 egg glairs

• Half a tablespoon of strawberry essence (first 1/4 tablespoon and then 1/4 tablespoon)

• 1 tablespoon of ice powder

• 1/2 cup of Danish cream

• Half a cup of sugar

• 1 tablespoon of gelatine powder
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• 1/4 teaspoon of liquid glucose

• Red eating color a little

Recipe: Boil the milk with sugar and red color. Mix 1 tablespoon of ice powder in cold milk, shake it
with hot milk and mix strawberry essence and glucose gum.
In another pot, mix gelatine with a few hot waters and keep it in the oven. Beat this mixture little by
little with milk. After 2/3 hours in the fridge, you have to beat again for another 10-15 minutes.

In this way, you have to mix twice or more. The color should be mixed in the 2nd time and cream in
the 3rd time. Then keep the whole mixture in the Kraft. Now freeze it and serve your homemade
strawberry ice cream.

How to make Chocolate Ice Cream: (my daily moments recipes)
Materials:
• Two cups powdered milk

• Two teaspoons of sugar

• Two small bars of chocolate

• Two egg glairs

• One tin of cream

• Two and a half cups of water

• Ovaltine Three tablespoons

• One teaspoon of liquid glucose

• Condensed milk half a tin

• Mix Two to Three tablespoons of gelatin

• One table-spoon of CMC powder

• One table-spoon of cornflower

Recipe: Powdered milk, condensed milk, water, Ovaltine, sugar, and cornflower should be blended
together. Tip the beater into the pan and mix in the chocolate. When it becomes wide, you have to
take down it and mix liquid glucose. After cooling down slightly, then mixed the CMC and gelatin
powder. After cooling, beat the cream and mix.
The beater should be kept in the deep freezer for 2 hours. Mix out four to five times each two hours.
Beat 2 egg glairs and 2 tablespoons of powdered sugar together. Then keep the whole mixture in the
Kraft and store in a deep freeze for 5 to 6 hours. Then serve.

How to make Vanilla Ice Cream:
Materials:
• Whip cream / heavy liquid milk – 1 cup



• Condensed milk – 4 tablespoons

• Vanilla Essence – 1 tablespoon

READ Step by step instructions to Make the Best Macaroni and Cheese on the Oven

Recipe: It will take a hard bowl which should be refrigerated for 1 hour before using. Then beaten
the liquid milk with a hand beater machine. Now it will be like foam or cream. Then you have to mix
it very lightly with a spoon to give condensed milk. Now take the whole mixer in a Kraft and keep it
in the deep freezer when it becomes hard to beat again with vanilla essence. After two hours, shake it
out and put it in the fridge for another four hours to make a delicious vanilla ice cream. Now decorate
and serve vanilla ice cream as per your choice.
Extra tips:
• Do not give sugar directly.

• Vanilla ice cream will not harden and freeze, if you put it in a Kraft and take it out after an
hour.

Recipe of Cake with Kitchen Krafts High Ratio Shortening
It’s really difficult to find people who don’t like cakes. Cakes are a vital part of birthday or marriage
anniversary or Christmas festivities. We also use cakes to celebrate many special days with loved
ones. But almost everyone buys cakes and brings them from the market for this lovely event.

Well, if the cake can be made at home, then tell me how it will be? I think it will be so good. Today
I tell you how I make cakes at home.

How to make Black Forest Cake: ( I love making this and it is my number one on the list for my
daily moments recipes)
Materials:
• One cup of flour

• Three eggs

• Two tablespoons vanilla essence

• One tablespoon of baking powder
• Five to six tablespoons of powdered sugar

• One or two teaspoons of cocoa powder

• Two or three teaspoons of cherry syrup

• Quantitative chocolate syrup

• Two cups whipped cream

• Sprinkle white cake

• Chocolate powder as needed
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• Butter like fifty grams

• Quantitative cherries

Recipe: First mix the eggs, butter, and sugar powder in a pot with the assist of a blender. Now pour
flour, baking soda, and cocoa powder together and mix well with the help of a spoon. Until the
mixture becomes creamy.
If you need a microwave oven, pre-heat it. Now put it in a Kraft and bake it in the microwave for
thirty to forty minutes. When the cake is prepared, take it out and cool it.

Cook the whipped cream well. Cut the cake in half and cut it in half. Serve with cherry syrup in both
parts. Once the cake cherry syrup is wet, after 1-2 minutes, apply the boiled cream in the middle and
around a part of the cake. Place another bit of the cake on top of the buttery part of the cake. Then
cover the top of the cake with butter and put cherries around it and decorate it delightfully. In the
end, apply chocolate powder to the cake and cream separately. Sprinkle white cake on top with
chocolate syrup on top of cake. Now the Black Forest Cake is decorated beautifully.
My Daily Moments Recipes

Diabetic Superfoods;- In any diet,
balance is hugely important, but
here’s a list of 40+ diabetic
‘superfoods’ that simply should
become a part of your daily regime.
There are certain foods that provide
huge health benefits for people with
diabetes.WATCH THIS VIDEO
How to make Chocolate Cake:

READ The Mistake And New Way Of Cooking Rice

Materials:
• Two cups of flour

• Three eggs

• Three cups of butter
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• Two cups of sugar

• Three tablespoons baking powder

• One tablespoon baking soda

• Three cups of cocoa powder

• Two tablespoons vanilla essence

• One and a half cup of milk

Recipe: First boil the egg and mix sugar in it. Then mix the vanilla essence and make butter and keep
it in another container. Now spread the flour enough and beat the flour, baking powder, cocoa
powder, baking soda in a pot well. Then mix a small amount of butter in this mixture repeatedly.
Now melt half the butter and mix it in the mixture. Now mix milk in flour. Then put it in a Kraft and
bake it in the microwave for thirty to forty minutes. When the cake is ready, take it out and cool it.

Tips:Whip creams that are available in the market do not mix all the milk at once as per the
instructions of the packet, mix little by little.
If you want to make a fruit cake, before baking, spread the fruits of your choice such as cherries, nuts,
raisins, and jam on the cake mixture. Now the Chocolate cake is ready.

Summary: Here I shared my daily moment recipes and how can you make it by using kitchen kraft
high ratio shortening. Hope you get at least a little bit of benefit.

DIFFERENT 4 TYPES OF EASY
DINNER RECIPES.



Easy Chicken Dinner
Lots of easy chicken dinners or chicken dinner ideas,
Lots of really easy warm comforting meals. Honestly, I’m looking for easy things lately because I
need stuff that’s easy and yummy and i hope that you guys will enjoy all these recipes because they
fit all those categories and they’re nice and budget-friendly because that’s something that is also
really important to me,
So let’s just hop into the Easy Chicken Dinner
The first one we are starting with is just:-



Shredded Chicken Tacos:-(easy
chicken dinners)





easy chicken dinner

I found this recipe on Pinterest and I’m just throwing two chicken breasts in the instant pot, and I’m
using it as a slow cooker, I honestly need a slow cooker again just because i feel like this
particular cooker doesn’t work well for a slow cooker but for today I am managing it.
I’m covering that with some taco seasoning, this is from McCormick and then we’re just going to
douse that with more garlic powder because I literally use garlic powder in every single recipe
simply because garlic is amazing.
Then we’re going to cover that with some chicken broth pop, put it on let it do its thing.
Honestly, this cooked really fast because there were only two chicken breasts in there but if you had
a bunch of them, it would probably take a lot longer.
This kind of cooking is a little bit faster than expected but once they were nice and fork-tender, I
took them out, just pulled them apart. um just really roughly and then we’re going to shred them up.

This is the best kitchen hack ever you use a hand mixer or you can use a stand mixer if you have one
but I’m just using my kitchen aid hand mixer.
Shredding it up and you’re going to get perfectly shredded chicken tacos.
These were incredible, they were super moist super delicious.

Honestly the best way to do this shredded chicken is that the recipe had different ways, you could
put some mango salsa and this one’s as great value it’s delicious on top of it Or i also saw another
recipe that recommended Monterey jack queso from on the border on top of it.

But honestly, the tacos were so flavorful, they did not eat it so and I didn’t actually use as well, I
used the salsa apart, just as a topper and then some shredded cheese and we had it with some refried
beans and I’ve been obsessed with tahini too so I put it on just about every fruit i can find, so this is
tahini and mango and that was our dinner it was super delicious I highly recommend.
Honestly, you can make that shredded chicken anyway, it doesn’t have to be taco flavored, you can
do it with rotisserie, try it like a rotisserie chicken recipe.
Honestly, the options are endless. Enjoy your Easy Chicken Dinner.

Next we’re going to go ahead and make a Broccoli Cheese Soup, very Easy Chicken Dinner

Broccoli Cheese Soup



Broccoli Cheese Soup (Easy Chicken Dinner)



I’m using all fresh vegetables We have some :-shredded carrot, onion and broccoli
I should have chopped the broccoli up a bit finer i would recommend doing that but honestly it
worked out anyway.Then we have a bunch of cheese because we’re making a copy cat
panera broccoli cheese soup recipe.

I’m going to pop it in my large pot here , we’re going to start with some butter, melt the butter up:-
Then you’re going to go ahead and add your vegetables. My biggest tip right now or with this is
definitely cooking your vegetables down way more than you think you will. I was too scared to cook
them down even more and i should have because they were still pretty and they like just need to be
really mushy.
In my opinion i feel like that’s what makes it taste really good and they just weren’t so, definitely
cook them down more .Then I’m going to go ahead and add my chicken broth, my heavy cream and
then I’m going to season it up, honestly this is to your own preference.

I use salt and pepper but you can go back and forth and continue adding to until you get to the
seasoning you like. Next ,You’re going to slowly add flour another thing, is definitely cook this
down enough and slowly add to it otherwise it’s going to be kind of grainy.

So you really want to make sure that flour is fully cooked into it and to thicken it up,Next, after all
of that’s nice and thickened and cooked, we’re going to add our shredded cheese and let that melt and
then stir it in and basically you are done and then you have your copycat panera breadum
soup broccoli cheese soup .

READ Healthiest Foods To Take Care Of Your Child And Why It's So Healthy:

I will add all of the recipes that I used in the link down below if you are interested.
If you look at it, it will come together once the cheese was finely melted and we had it with these
little Bavarian pretzel rolls. These are so good, they’re from Walmart and they are amazing, they
highly recommend.

Alright, so for tonight easy dinner recipes
I’m making like honey mustard baked chicken, I got this idea off of um the creek don’t rise she is so
sweet and she has such good recipes.
Anyway basically I just took three different chicken breasts,I took some garlic powder, paprika, and
salt and pepper and just seasoned them, and then I’m going to dredge them in some of the sweet
babies raised honey mustard.

You can use whatever honey mustard you want or if you want to make your own or use barbecue
what have you but I’m just using this for kind of the glue and then i have a mixture of panko nand
some flour and also some more garlic powder and some salt and pepper just to kind of season that up
a little bit.

And I’m going to dredge these and then we’re going to pop them in the oven and bake them like i
already mentioned we are just popping that honey mustard all over the chicken, no rhyme or reason
we’re just going to spread it around with a spatula flip it over and do the other side and then dredge it
in the flour mixture.

https://recipeswellness.com/the-quick-and-easy-dinner-recipes-ideas/
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I definitely would do more panko next time lighter on the flour mixture but these were still super
flavorful really yummy i really really liked them for whatever reason.

When it comes out of the oven and our plate is ready, so you’re going to have to just imagine what
they look like but they were really good, definitely make sure you go heavier on the panko and less
on the flower but still really really yummy we loved them.
All right, so i just threw on some baby carrots that i needed to use up on a cookie sheet.

I tossed them in some olive oil, some of this kinder’s seasoning the blend this with salt pepper and
garlic I really like the seasoning it’s really good, it’s coarse which is what i like and so you really get
the full flavor .
I just got this at walmart and i really like it and then i just put some brown sugar on top to kind of do
a sweet and savory, kind of roasted carrotI’m going to pop those in the oven as well with the chicken
together at 400 degrees and we’re just going to check them in about 20minutes 30minutes and see
how they are doing.
Friends, so to go along the side with our carrots and our chicken, I’m doing some nor pasta sides you
guys know i love this, the chicken flavor, I actually go to grocery to pick up this, they didn’t realize
but they gave me two different ones so we have chicken flavor broccoli and then chicken flavor.

it’s going to be totally fine I just mix them both together so that it’s cooking on the side, it’s super
easy super cheap my stovetop is disgusting.
Next Recipe I Got Here Is The queso chili

QUESO CHILI

https://recipeswellness.com/the-quick-and-easy-dinner-recipes-ideas/




QUESO CHILI

I however make it quite a bit different than the recipes that I’ve seen, I omitted couple of steps and
added some things and this is an incredible recipe if you make one thing from this article, you need
to make this basically.

You just need to saute up a pound of ground beef to start, as well as some white onion
In just a second, I want to get back on track, so once all of the ground beef and the onion is all
sauteed and cooked down we’re going to drain the beef and we are going to start adding our kind of
drier ingredients
First, though I am basically flavoring up that meat onion mixture with Worcestershire sauce this isn’t
in the recipe but I highly recommend it , it adds so much flavor, it is so good and I’m kind of saute
that up a little bit so the flavors really combined.
Then We’re going to go ahead and add our diced tomatoes, we are going to add our two cans of pinto
beans and then I am using the McCormick slow cooker seasoning mix but you can use whatever
seasonings you want and how you like to make your chili.

READ 40 Years Food Of The Future

This is how I normally make mine and so I really like to add that together, I make those flavors really
combined heat them thoroughly.

Then I’m going to go ahead and add the tomatoes, the tomato condensed soup, this really takes it up
a notch, and then we’re going to add in two cans of beef broth, combine that all together again and
really flavorful, and then we’re going to bring it to a boil and add our pasta, this is a one pot meal so
it’s really easy and easy cleanup.

We’re going to take about two cups of rotini noodles and let them boil and cook in that chili and it is
just so easy, so good you guys will not be disappointed.

We’re going to let it continue to boil those noodles and make sure they’re cooked thoroughly and
then we’re going to add the rest of the ingredients.

I will go ahead and add more seasonings, more flavors throughout the whole entire cooking process,
that’s just normally how I make my chili, but you follow the recipe, don’t you figure out what you
like best for yourself and for your family.

Zadaran’s honey cornbread: (Easy
Chicken Dinner)
Next, I’m going to make the zadaran’s honey cornbread, I think is what it’s called, this is incredible I
highly recommend, this cornbread recipe i like sweet cornbread and i think it’s so good with this chili
so I’m just going to get all those combined and then pop that in the oven and by the time that is in the
oven it is time to go back and work on our chili.
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As I said, I continued to add i had more Worchester sauce i had a squirt of ketchup i had a little bit of
sugar, we’re going to add the whipping cream so basically i left off the step of doing the queso chili
part or queso part.

I just didn’t want to do it, i wanted to try it my way and i like this way so much i think adding the
chili would just make it so much thicker, so i added some whipping cream in it to add some
creaminess to it .

Then i still added butter i didn’t want to miss that step because i thought that would add some even
more flavor.
Then we’re going to go ahead and chop that when I got the flavor the way i like it, i top it with the
cheese.

A little bit of the cheese to melt in it.

The cornbread’s hot and ready out of the oven and then all i did was add a little bit more cheese on
top, some sour cream, we added tabasco sauce later to it.
Guys this is incredible, I highly recommend it as I said, the recipe I got it from is very different from
the one i ended up making but it is so good.

chicken fajitas: (Easy Chicken
Dinner)





chicken fajitas
So i’m going to make some chicken fajitas for dinner tonight .
I’m using the following recipe that I got from home sweet Stephanie.
I’m just going to chop up two bell peppers I think she uses sweet mini peppers but i have bell
peppers on here. So I’m using an orange and red bell pepper and I’m using a purple onion and I’m
going to chop it all up.

We’re going to season it and we’re going to season some chicken and then pop it in the oven at 400⁰c.
Let me set that at 400⁰c for about 25 minutes, So let’s get started:-

All right, so i have all of my onions and peppers chopped right here, these are the seasonings that I’m
going to use for both the chicken and the peppers.

I’m using a little bit of ranch, a little bit of fajita garlic powder and i may use a little bit of this
kinder’s regular seasoning. Blend this is just salt pepper and garlic and then some olive oil, so that is
what i’m going to pop in here.

Mix it all together and then we’re going to pop it on a sheet pan and get started on the chicken
Alright, i already pre-mixed the peppers and the onions together with the seasoning i’m using the
same bowl easy cleanup for the chicken and then I’m going to mix all of that together with the fajita
the ranch and the olive oil and we’re going to pop that into the oven as well together on the same
pan.

READ Tips to Get Calories Out of Café Food

Super easy sheet pan dinner love it.

If you already have pre-made seasonings, if you don’t want to use packaged cheesy, means you know
the season how it what works for our family.
All right, so I added everything as I did to the vegetables for the chicken.

I know raw chicken’s not cute but now I’m just going to take some lime juice and I’m just going to
squeeze that to add a lot of nice fun sprite citrus, this is what Stephanie suggested doing and it sounds
great that’s the only thing that I’ve changed between the veggies and the chicken.
Guys this was so yummy and i know this is kind of more of like a summery type of vibe meal but
this is so inexpensive and such an easy fast dinner meal really really quick weeknight dinner.

I highly recommend, trying it out if you haven’t tried that already.
So good, I want to make it again I just had it with a little bit of cheese and then some avocado
chopped up on top, and guys I’m telling you, you have to do it.
So yummy everyone else loved it as well delicious.

Next on Easy Chicken Dinner

We’re going to move on to the ritz chicken recipe and I’m going to make the roasted potatoes.
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I just chopped up some why I was going to say baby Bella yellow golden potatoes powder, them
dry. Then we’re going to add in some olive oil and i’m going to also go ahead add plenty of other
seasonings:-

I use lots of garlic powder as per usual and I go ahead and use some pepper and then a little bit of um
I believe seasoned salt probably Himalayan salt, I think that’s what my mom has because we were
having dinner at my mom’s this night, so I think it was Himalayan sea salt something like that
anyway but I seasoned it up really well and then I’m going to go ahead and add in ranch dressing I
know I keep using ranch but we’re American we’re southern that’s what we do.

So we’re going to flavor these potatoes with ranch so good really yummy it came out super crispy
and delicious.

Then we’re going to move on to the chicken recipe so this is a rich chicken recipe but this time it’s
with cheddar added. So you need two full sleeves of ritz crackers, three cups of shredded cheddar
cheese and then you will also need one cup of just regular milk.

Let me just say that we are going to try this with really thick shredded cheddar, we hand-shredded it
but you definitely need it to be a bitfiner, it needs to be almost like the ritz consistency.

So Sam&Joy would recommend it going in a food processor or food chopper or really grating it
really super fine it just makes it taste better. (Easy Chicken Dinner)

We made it a second time and it works better that way.

Next, you’re going to dredge the chicken in the milk, dredge it in the cheddar, and then you see it’s
just a little bit too coarse, so you definitely need it to be a bit finer but it still totally worked it still is
delicious.

Then you’re going to find and finish it off in the ritz crackers topping and then you pop it um on a
baking sheet or in this case my mom used her copper chef pan and then she just topped it with a little
bit more of the seasoning.

Of the wrists just make a little extra crunchy, little extra delicious and these were super easy i have
tried the ritz chicken recipe but this one was so good um i loved the cheese it got that kind of
caramelized and crispy.

It was really really good you’re gonna see it here at the end but here are the potatoes that came out
delicious highly recommend that recipe as well if you’ve never tried ranch on your potatoes, you’re
missing out, and here’s how the chicken turned out
Guys so good kids loved it, I loved it everyone loved it.



THE QUICK AND EASY DINNER
RECIPES IDEAS

EASY DINNER RECIPS

You Don’t have a lot of time to cook dinner? Find your busy day with less stress by following these
quick and easy dinner recipes ideas without breaking the bank.

(1) Tofu Stir Fry

https://recipeswellness.com/my-daily-moments-recipesbrief-meals30-minute-meals/


Tofu Stir
Ingredients:
Teriyaki Sauce,
Tofu,
Garlic Cloves,
Peanut Oil, and
Grated Vegetables.

Preparation:
Cut the tofu into pieces.
Stir in the teriyaki and garlic together.
Marinate teriyaki and garlic for about 12 hours and refrigerate.
Add the peanut oil. Keep the heat in the middle.
Cook the tofu. Turn it over and cook for a few minutes. Remove the tofu once cooked and set aside.
At this point, add the vegetables and fry until tender.
Put tofu and marinade in a pot. Cook for more than two minutes. Add and serve.



(2) Penne Pasta with Chicken &
Broccoli

Penne Pasta with Chicken & Broccoli
Ingredients:

Penne Pasta,
Sauce,
Shredded Cheese,
Broccoli, and
Boneless Skinless Chicken Breasts.

Preparation:
Start by greasing the pan.
Combine pasta, broccoli, chicken, sauce, and cheese in a bowl and stir well all together. Then place
them in a baking pan.
Sprinkle the remaining cheese on top.



Bake for about 10 minutes at 350 degrees Fahrenheit then serve.
Finish, This is one of my favorite Easy dinner recipes in my collection.

(3) Hamburger Skillet

Hamburger Skillet

Ingredients:
Ground Beef,
Ramen Noodle,
Water, and
Vegetables.
Preparation:
First, cook the beef in a bag. Make sure there is no pinker in it.
Add the noodles, seasonings and water.
Boil until the noodles are tender. Usually, in a few minutes, they will reach the required tender.
Place the vegetables and cook until the vegetables are tender.

READ Southern Style Recipe: Mac and Cheese
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(4) Pork and Noodles

Pork and Noodles
Ingredients:

Pork Loin,
Low Sodium Beef Broth,
Eggs Noodle, and
Pepper, Salt.
Preparation:
Get salt and pepper and sprinkle on all sides of the pork.
Pour the cooking oil into the pot. Place the pork and cook on low heat.
At the point of boiling water, bring a can of broth and add the noodles. Cook according to
package guidelines.
Remove the pork from the pot, while waiting for the noodles to cook completely.
Put the pork in a pot of noodles when you are done. Refresh and add more salt and pepper, depending
on preference.
Serve.

https://recipeswellness.com/southern-style-recipe-mac-and-cheese/


(5) Pasta with Shrimp, Spinach, and
Leek (Easy dinner recipes)





Pasta with Shrimp, Spinach, and Leek
Shrimp pasta, spinach, and Leek is a rich vegetable and protein recipe. This will make your food
easier and more nutritious in just 20 minutes. Make sure you wash everything before cooking.
Here’s how to fix it.
Ingredients:
Short Pasta, and
Unfermented Butter
Preparation:
First, cook the pasta. Always follow the package instructions. After cooking, drain the water.
We heat the unhealthy butter over medium heat. Add the garlic, salt and pepper. Wake yourself up
from time to time.
Now, add the shrimp and lemon. Cook until the shrimp is opaque.
Add the cream and salt to the pasta in a pot and cook them together. Add the shrimp and spinach
mixture again. Combine integration.
Having a bad day at work should not stop you from eating delicious food. These quick and
easy recipes can be prepared in a few minutes with just a few ingredients. Try them and you will be
amazed at how easy and fun they are.

https://buymeproduct.com/world-pasta-day/
https://buymeproduct.com/world-pasta-day/
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Got some great reading for you and it's FREE too! 

I just finished reading My Daily Moments Recipes and highly recommend it for you. 

You can get if for FREE here at: 

https://www.free-ebooks.net/food-recipes/My-Daily-Moments-Recipes 

Check it out. See what you think. Let me know.
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